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Boosting Clusters of Samples for Sequence Matching in Camera Networks Valtteri Takala, Yinghao Cai, Matti Pietik¨ainen Machine Vision Group University of Oulu Oulu, Finland {vallu, yinghao, mkp}@ee.oulu.fi



A large number of different object features (shape, color, texture, etc.) are extracted from background subtracted tracking sequences to assemble a comprehensive template description of the object. These are then clustered using k-means clustering to get a few descriptive samples representing the final object model for view-to-view re-recognition. The mean clusters are utilized to address the temporal dimension and problems caused by momentary occlusion and sudden lighting changes. The features themselves are also Gaussian filtered or moving averages, thus improving the model’s resistance against rapid changes. The proposed learning algorithm combines Gentle AdaBoost [4] and classification and regression trees (CART) [1] with the suggested object model to create a classifier for each individual object. After learning phase, each cluster extracted from a new object sample sequence (provided by an object tracker, for example) is classified separately, and the final outcome for the sequence is determined by voting. The sequence matching approach is tested on a demanding dataset of 16 different human objects appearing multiple times in an IP camera network of five cameras installed in an office environment.



Abstract—This study introduces a novel classification algorithm for learning and matching sequences in view independent object tracking. The proposed learning method uses adaptive boosting and classification trees on a wide collection (shape, pose, color, texture, etc.) of image features that constitute a model for tracked objects. The temporal dimension is taken into account by using k-mean clusters of sequence samples. Most of the utilized object descriptors have a temporal quality also. We argue that with a proper boosting approach and decent number of reasonably descriptive image features it is feasible to do view-independent sequence matching in sparse camera networks. The experiments on real-life surveillance data support this statement. Keywords-boosting; recognition; sequence matching; camera networks



I. I NTRODUCTION Object tracking [15] is one of the basic challenges in computer vision. In camera networks, object tracking extends from single viewpoint tracking to following the target across multiple camera views. The challenge is great as the views, illumination, shadows and many other aspects of image are different. Many of these obstacles can be tackled by calibration and overlapping cameras, which are, though, very laborious to maintain. In uncalibrated camera networks, the challenge of object tracking becomes significantly harder. The track must be maintained without the extra information and constraints provided by the calibration procedures. One of the first studies related to view-independent tracking in camera networks was done by Huang et al. [7] who presented a probabilistic approach for object re-identification with two cameras. Bayesian formalization and linear programming were employed by Kettnaker and Zabih [8] to reconstruct the paths of moving objects in multi-camera environment. Porikli and Divakaran [10] used a color calibration model to estimate the optimal alignment function between the object appearance histograms in different views and a Bayesian belief network for reasoning the correspondences. More recently, Chen et al. [2] proposed an adaptive learning method that uses spatio-temporal and appearance cues for tracking objects across multiple cameras with disjoint views. In this paper, we introduce a machine learning approach for object re-recognition in an uncalibrated camera network. 1051-4651/10 $26.00 © 2010 IEEE DOI 10.1109/ICPR.2010.106



II. O BJECT M ODEL Visual cues define objects often better than their raw images. Our object model consists of a versatile collection of different features: Color, as being one of the most intuitive cues for human perception, is described by the standard color histogram [11], color correlogram [6] and two different opponent color space based histogram descriptor variants [13]. The chosen four color histograms define object’s color characteristics in two different color spaces and are also invariant to translation and rotation. Opponent colors have the following relation to RGB values:   O1  O2  =   O3 



R−G √ 2 R+G−2B √ 6 R+G+B √ 3



  ,



(1)



in which the intensity information is in channel O3 and the color is stored in O1 and O2 . These two color models are shift-invariant with respect to light intensity. While O1 and O2 still contain some intensity information, we can divide 404 400



Feature Contour area Width-height ratio: latest and avg. Object ellipse axis angle Temporal difference: min., latest and avg. Bounding box: x, y (upper left corner), width, height Ellipse bounding box: x, y (center), width, height Color histogram 1 & 2 (for the upper and lower half of the bounding box and foreground) Color correlogram 1 & 2 (upper and lower) LBP 1 & 2 (upper and lower) Opponent color 1 & 2 (upper and lower) W invariant 1 & 2 (upper and lower)



one-vs-others or one-vs-one approach. We selected the onevs-others as our classifier scheme because it offers certain benefits. First of all, we need to train only one classifier per class. The cascade structure of the whole classification algorithm is also smaller and faster as there are less strong classifiers to go through while evaluating a sample. These advantages, of course, come at the expense of discrimination power if compared to one-vs-one approach. For matching the tracking sequences in dynamic camera networks, we propose a classification and learning algorithm based on Gentle AdaBoost [4] and CART decision trees [1] in one-vs-others manner. The algorithm uses kmeans clustering of sequential samples and voting between the clusters for final decision making. The detailed structure of a classifier is shown in Algorithm 1. First we cluster sequential samples xji (i = 1, 2, ..., N, j = 1, 2, ..., S) using k-means clustering and train a boosted classifier on the obtained clusters cki (i = 1, 2, ..., N, k = 1, 2, ..., K), where N is the number of training sequences, S the samples in a sequence, and K the corresponding clusters. After training, the classification of new clusters of samples xj is carried out using the learned classifier C and voting. The boosted CART classifier outputs for all mean clusters of the tracking sequence are summed up and the final decision is the sign [−1, 1] of the sum.



Size 1 2 1 3 4 4 432 256 512 1024 128



Table I O BJECT FEATURES .



them by O3 to get a descriptor called W invariant [5] which has more invariance to intensity changes. Another important visual cue is texture. In our experiments, we describe the textural properties of the image using the popular local binary pattern (LBP) method [9] which is invariant to monotonic changes in gray-scale and inexpensive to compute. Each histogram descriptor consists of two separate histograms extracted from the upper and lower half of the object foreground area. While subtracting an object from the background and tracking, many other, more straightforward measures are available. The temporal difference feature describes the motion inside the object as a normalized scalar sum of absolute differences on all color channels on all pixels inside the object contour. The differences are calculated between the last two frames. In addition to internal motion detection and description, this single valued feature can be understood as a sort of temporal texture descriptor as its value is heavily affected by the texture content inside the moving object contour. The shape and pose are taken into account by utilizing the contour area, bounding box width-height ratio and the angle between the length (major) axis of the object ellipse and the horizontal axis. Object contour and ellipse bounding boxes are also covered as features, even though they do not produce much useful information on objects which have large variation in size while being tracked inside a view and moving across the views. The main object descriptors exploited in this study are described in Table I. Any of the features alone does not offer enough discrimination power for object recognition across camera views but together they provide a wide coverage on many aspects of the object’s properties.



Algorithm 1 Boosted classification 1: Initialization: 2: - N training sequences (each consisting of S samples) xji with labels yi , i = 1, 2, ..., N, j = 1, 2, ..., S 3: - Number of k-means clusters K 4: - Number of boosting iterations I 5: 1. Learning: j 6: - Cluster training sample sequences xi to K mean clusters cki . 7: - Teach a boosted classifier C using clusters ck i and labels yi (correct labels are set to +1, others to -1), and iterate I times. 8: 2. Classification: 9: - Cluster a new sample sequence xj to K mean clusters ck , k = 1, 2, ..., K. 10: - Classify clusters ck using the learned classifier C. 11: - Sum classification results C(ck ) of all clusters ck . 12: - Get the final classification decision F (ck ) = PK sign( 1 C(ck )). IV. E XPERIMENTS The object sequence matching experiments were carried out on a dataset obtained using an object tracker [12] on a collection of surveillance videos. The following three subsections describe the testing environment, tracker parameters, and the performance evaluation dataset. The last one presents the classification tasks and results for Algorithm 1.



III. B OOSTED L EARNING AND VOTING Multi-class classification requires either a genuine multiclass capable classifier [3] or a proper combination of twoclass classifiers. In the latter, one can adopt, for example, a
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A. Environment The software environment was composed of MS Visual Studio and Matlab. A 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo PC with 2 GB of memory was used for processing, data capturing and object tracking. A camera network of five Axis 210A IP network cameras was employed to produce the raw data for object tracking. The cameras were set in an indoor office environment where illumination conditions were relatively stable though not controlled. The views were effectively non-overlapping, meaning that only small image regions were covering the same areas and could be filtered out by the object tracker. The video frame size was a common 352 × 288 for all IP cameras and the frame rate range was 10-20 fps. The proposed classification algorithms were implemented using Matlab. In our experiments, we used the Gentle AdaBoost and CART implementations of GML AdaBoost Matlab Toolbox [14]. The decision trees were initialized with a maximum branching factor of two, which was kept constant in all the classification experiments. B. Feature Extraction Figure 1.



A one-view object tracker [12] was used for tracking and feature extraction. The tracker was driven with the same parameters as in the original study. The foreground/background ratio for object detection was set to 0.02 as was suggested by the authors for the detection of sizable objects. All tracking data was saved in XML format.



Example images of all image classes.



dominant cluster out of three available gives the outcome. The dominance is determined by a percentage of samples from the temporal center of the original tracking sequence. The last classifier configurations (Sample Position SP 5, 10 and 20) take advantage of single samples selected from the indicated positions from the original sequences. As can be seen from the figure, the voting and best cluster selection approaches are clearly superior with less than 6 % error rates that stabilize after about 50 boosting iterations. Other classifiers stay above 10 % error and are not able improve while iterations are increased. The voting algorithm reaches its maximum performance at less than 40 iterations, which indicates that only a few of the available over 2000 features are needed for building a single classifier. The frequency histogram of all features selected by all classifiers of the voting approach is represented in Figure 3. Many features of object descriptors have been selected, especially the LBP (bins 715-1226) and W invariant opponent color histograms (2251-2379). According to the figure, the color histogram (bins 27-458), color correlogram (459-714) and the basic opponent color histogram (1227-2250) provide relatively small amount of usable features, even though some have been frequently selected by the boosted learning trees. The isolated spike (bin 7) in the beginning of the histogram corresponds to object contour area. All temporal difference values (11-13) are also included in the collection of active features.



C. Description of Test Data The raw test data consist of 53 sample video sequences from five camera views. In these videos, 16 different objects (persons) appear in 1-5 views for at least once per view. The data was gathered during normal office working days. The video sequences were processed by the object tracker to obtain 53 XML sequence descriptions which contain the features of tracked objects for all frames. The histogram features were Gaussian filtered by the object tracker to remove noise. The sequence descriptions of individual objects were labeled with corresponding classes. Figure 1 displays example images of all 16 different tracked objects. D. Results The developed boosting algorithm (Algorithm 1) was evaluated on the whole dataset of 16 classes. Each class was tested separately against the other classes. The validation was based on a common 10-fold cross-validation procedure. Figure 2 shows the performance of the algorithm with and without k-means clustering. The selected classification schemes include the proposed cluster voting algorithm for one and three clusters (VotingCluster 1 and 3), a variant that makes the final classification decision according to the highest cluster output of three clusters (BestCluster 3), and a scheme (DC 25%, 50% and 75%) in which the
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This paper presents a novel approach for sequence matching in a camera network. The classifier algorithm uses k-means clustering, Gentle AdaBoost and CART decision trees to build classifiers for feature-based classification of object tracking sequences. The results show that there is a significant boost in performance while using multiple mean clusters of samples and voting instead of single isolated samples or clusters. They also indicate a positive effect of temporally oriented image features. For the future studies, we are interested in evaluating the proposed algorithm in a real-time tracking system. We would also like to compare our algorithm against another sequence matching algorithm if one was readily available.
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